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We consider the class of finite-state systems communicating through
unbounded but lossy FIFO channels (called lossy channel systems).
These systems have infinite state spaces due to the unboundedness of the
channels. In an earlier paper, we showed that the problems of checking
reachability, safety properties, and eventuality properties are decidable for
lossy channel systems. In this paper, we show that the following
problems are undecidable:
v The model checking problem in propositional temporal logics such
as propositional linear time temporal logic (PTL) and computation tree
logic (CTL).
v The problem of deciding eventuality properties with fair channels:
do all computations eventually reach a given set of states if the unreliable
channels satisfy fairness assumptions?
The results are obtained through reduction from a variant of the Post
correspondence problem. ] 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the last few years, there has been considerable interest in algorithmic verifica-
tion of distributed and parallel systems. The research has led to the discovery of
numerous efficient methods for the verification of finite-state systems [BCM+90,
CES86, Hol91, VW86, etc.]. An obvious limitation of these methods is that systems
with infinitely many states fall beyond their capabilities. Recently, algorithmic
verification methods have been developed for some classes of infinite-state systems,
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such as certain types of real-time systems that operate on clocks [ACD90, C2 92,
LY93], data-independent systems [JP93, Wol86], systems with many identical
processes [CG87, GS92, SG90], context-free processes [BS92, CHS92, CHM93],
and Petri nets [Jan90]. In an earlier work [AJ93], the authors of this paper con-
sidered the class of finite-state systems that communicate via unbounded but lossy
FIFO channels (called lossy channel systems) and proved that several interesting
verification problems are decidable for these systems. More precisely, the decida-
bility of the following properties were shown.
v Reachability: is a set of given states of such a system reachable from some
other state of the system?
v Safety properties: do all computations of a system stay within a regular set
of allowed finite traces?
v Eventuality properties: Do all computations of a system eventually reach a
given set of states? This result was also proven independently by Finkel [Fin94].
The decidability results were quite unexpected in view of the fact that all nontrivial
verification problems are undecidable for the class of finite-state systems that com-
municate via unbounded perfect FIFO channels (e.g., [BZ83]).
In this paper, we investigate the decidability of more general verification
problems for lossy channel systems. It might be expected that the techniques used
for proving decidability of the previously mentioned verification problems could be
extended, e.g., to general model-checking of temporal logic formulas. To our sur-
prise, we are now able to prove that most of the interesting verification problems
that were not proven decidable in [AJ93] are in fact undecidable. More precisely,
we show that the following problems are undecidable:
v The model checking problem in propositional temporal logics such as
propositional linear time logic (PTL) and computation tree logic (CTL), inter-
preted over lossy channel systems. Model checking is more general than the
problem of deciding safety properties, which was shown to be decidable in [AJ93].
v The problem of deciding eventuality properties with fair channels: Do all com-
putations eventually reach a given set of states if the unreliable channels satisfy
some fairness assumptions? There are several kinds of fairness assumption, which
we consider in this paper. A typical one is that each channel delivers infinitely many
messages if infinitely many messages are transmitted to it. This problem has signifi-
cant practical interest, since one of its instances models the problem of verifying
that a link protocol, such as HDLC, will eventually transfer all messages if the
unreliable channels are not permanently broken. In [AJ93] we proved that the
problem of checking eventuality properties is decidable if no assumptions on fair-
ness in the channels are made. However, without fairness assumptions, most even-
tuality problems are often trivially false, due to the possibility of always losing all
messages in the channels.
To derive the undecidability results we define a problem, called the recurrent
state problem (RSP), and prove that it is undecidable for lossy channel systems.
RSP is the problem of deciding, for a lossy channel system and a control state,
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whether the system has an infinite computation that visits the control state infinitely
often. Visiting a control state infinitely often can be thought of as a fairness
property, and thus RSP is a problem which checks a specific fairness property for
lossy channel systems. The undecidability of RSP is shown through a reduction
from a variant of Post correspondence problem called the cyclic post correspondence
problem [Ruo83]. As far as we are aware, this is the first application of the cyclic
Post correspondence problem to proving the undecidability of a property for
infinite traces.
The fact that RSP corresponds to one particular kind of fairness property makes
it possible to reduce RSP to many problems for lossy channel systems that involve
fairness. Examples of such problems are model checking of formulas in a proposi-
tional temporal logic that can express fairness and liveness, or the problem of
checking whether a certain eventuality problem holds if the channels are assumed
to be fair.
To explain why RSP can be undecidable, although the problem of checking
safety properties is decidable, we offer the following intuitive argument. For lossy
channel systems, RSP concerns checking whether there exists a computation in
which some property is satisfied infinitely often. We cannot check this on some
finite prefix of the computation, but must consider the entire infinite computation.
In our proof of undecidability, we construct lossy channel systems in which there
are computations satisfying a certain property infinitely often if and only there are
perfect computations (i.e., computations which do not lose any messages) which
satisfy the property infinitely often. Thus, our construction essentially transforms a
problem about lossy channels to a problem about unbounded perfect channels.
Since most verification problems involving perfect channels are undecidable, it is
understandable that RSP also is undecidable for lossy channel systems. By contrast,
checking safety properties involves the construction of invariants without the need
for considering infinite sequences of transitions.
Related Work. All interesting verification problems for these systems are in
general undecidable, since the channels may be used to simulate the tape of a Turing
machine [BZ83]. Decidability results have been obtained for limited subclasses (e.g.,
channel alphabets of size one [KM69, RY86], bounded channel languages
[GGLR87, CF87], and others [Fin88]). Pachl [Pac87] shows that the reachability
problem is decidable if the set of reachable states of the system for each control
state consists of a set of channel contents that constitute a recognizable language
(a language is recognizable if it is a finite union of Cartesian products of regular
languages). Partial algorithms (which may or may not succeed for a given system)
have been developed by Purushothaman and Peng [PP91] and by Brand and
Joyner [BZ83]. Sistla and Zuck [SZ91] present a verification procedure for
reasoning about a certain set of temporal properties over systems with FIFO
channels. The method is not powerful enough to reason about arbitrary finite state
processes. Wolper [Wol86] shows that the decidability of checking whether a data-
independent system behaves as a perfect FIFO-buffer.
Outline. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section,
we present basic definitions of lossy channel systems. In Section 3 we prove RSP
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undecidable. In Sections 4 we reduce RSP to the problem of model checking in
propositional temporal logic. In Section 5 we reduce RSP to the problem of check-
ing eventuality properties with fair channels.
2. SYSTEMS WITH LOSSY CHANNELS
For a set M we use M* to denote the set of finite strings of elements in M. For
x # M*, let x(i) denote the i th element of x. For x, y # M* we let x } y denote the
concatenation of x and y. The empty string is denoted by =. For sets C and M, a
string vector from C to M is a function C [ M*. For a string vector w from C to
M we use w[c :=x] for the string vector w$ such that w$(c)=x, and w$(d )=w(d),
for d{c. The string vector which maps all elements in C to the empty string is
denoted =.
Definition 2.1. A lossy channel system L is a tuple (S, s0 , A, C, M, $), where
S is a finite set of control states,
s0 # S is an initial control state,
A is a finite set of actions,
C is a finite set of channels,
M is a finite set of messages, and
$ is a finite set of transitions, each of which is a triple of the form (s1 , op, s2) ,
where s1 and s2 are control states, and op is a label of one of the forms
 c!m, where c # C and m # M,
 c?m, where c # C and m # M,
 a, where a # A _ [{].
A global state # of L is a pair (s, w) , where s # S and w is a string vector from
C to M. The initial global state #0 of L is the pair (s0 , =). We shall define a
relation  as a set of triples (#, a, #$) , where # and #$ are global states, and
a # A _ [{]. We let # wa #$ denote (#, a, #$) # . We define  to be the smallest
set such that
1. if (s1 , c !m, s2) # $, then (s1 , w) w
{ (s2 , w[c :=w(c) } m]); i.e., the con-
trol state changes from s1 to s2 and m is appended to the end of channel c,
2. if (s1 , c?m, s2) # $, then (s1 , w[c :=m } w(c)]) w
{ (s2 , w); i.e., the con-
trol state is changed from s1 to s2 and m is removed from the head of channel c,
3. if w(c)=x } m } y, then (s, w) w{ (s, w[c :=x } y]); i.e., the message m is
lost from the contents of channel c without changing the control state, and
4. if (s1 , a, s2) # $, then (s1 , w) w
a (s2 , w); i.e., the control state is changed
from s1 to s2 while the action a is performed.
For global states # and #$ and a sequence _ # A*, we write # O_ #$ to denote that
there is a finite sequence
#=#1 w
a1 #2 w
a2 } } } ww
an&1 #n=#$,
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where _ is the sequence of non-{ actions among a1 , ..., an&1. We use #  #$ to
denote that # wa #$, for some a # A _ [{], and #*#$ to denote that there is a _ such
that # O_ #$. A global state #$ is said to be reachable from a global state # if #*#$.
A global state # is said to be reachable if # is reachable from the initial global
state #0 .
A computation is an infinite sequence #1#2 #3 } } } of global states, where #1 is equal
to the initial global state #0 , such that for each i one of the following conditions is
fulfilled:
1. #i  #i+1; or
2. #i=#i+1 and there is no # such that #i  #.
Intuitively the second case means that if the computation reaches a global state #
where the system is ‘‘deadlocked,’’ then the computation is completed by repeating
# infinitely many times.
3. UNDECIDABILITY OF THE RECURRENT STATE PROBLEM
In this section, we describe the problem of checking, for a lossy channel system
L and a control state s in L, whether L has any computation which visits s
infinitely often. We call the problem the recurrent state problem (RSP) for lossy
channel systems.
We prove (Corollary 3.7) that RSP is undecidable. The undecidability result is
achieved through a reduction (described in Theorem 3.6) from the cyclic Post
correspondence problem, which was shown to be undecidable by Ruohonen in
[Ruo83] (Theorem 3.5).
The reason for introducing RSP is that it can be reduced to the verification
problems of model checking for PTL (Theorem 4.1), model checking for CTL
(Theorem 4.2), and checking eventuality properties with fair channels (Theorem
5.1). Hence the undecidability results for these problems follow from the
undecidability of RSP.
3.1. Preliminaries
To prove the main result of the section, we need the following definitions and
lemmas on strings.
For x, y # M*, let xP y denote that x is a (not necessarily contiguous) substring
of y. Let x=c y denote that there are x1 , x2 # M* such that x=x1 } x2 and
y=x2 } x1 ; and xPc y that there are x1 , x2 # M* such that x=x1 } x2 and
x2 } x1P y. Intuitively x=c y means that if x and y are considered as ‘‘circular
strings;’’ i.e., if the first and the last elements of each string are ‘‘connected,’’ then
they become equal. The relation xPc y can be explained in a similar manner.
Lemma 3.1. For any finite set M, and x, y, z # M*, we have
(xPc y) 7 ( yPc x)#(x=c y).
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Proof. The result follows immediately from the fact that xPc y and yPc x
imply that |x|=| y|. K
Lemma 3.2. For any finite set M, and x, y, z # M*, we have
(x } zPz } y)#(xPc y).
Proof. By induction on |z|.
Base Case. If |z|=0 then z==, and the proof is trivial.
Induction Step. If x== then the proof is trivial. If x{=, there are two cases.
1. There are x1 and x2 such that x=x1 } x2 , x1Pz, and x2 } zP y. This means
that x2 } x1P y. From the definition of Pc it follows that xPc y.
2. There are z1 and z2 such that z=z1 } z2 , with x } z1Pz and z2P y. It
follows that x } z1Pz1 } z2 whence x } z1 Pz1 } y. We observe that z2{=; otherwise
x } z1 Pz=z1 , which is a contradiction since x{=. Consequently |z1 |<|z|. From
the induction hypothesis it follows that xPc y. K
Corollary 3.3. For any finite set M, and x, y, z1 , z2 # M*, we have
[(z1Pz2) 7 (x } z2Pz1 } y)]#(xPc y).
Proof. Suppose that z1Pz2 and x } z2Pz1 } y. It follows that x } z2Pz2 } y. From
Lemma 3.2 we get xPc y. K
Theorem 3.4 (Higman’s Theorem). Let M be a finite set. There is no infinite
sequence w1w2 w3 } } } of strings in M* such that wiP3 wj for all i< j.
The proof of the theorem can be found, e.g., in [Hig52] and [Cou91]. It is
straightforward to generalize the theorem to sequences #1#2 #3 } } } of global states.
3.2. The Recurrent State Problem (RSP)
For a lossy channel system L, a computation ? of L, and a control state s
of L, we say that ? visits s infinitely often if there are infinitely many occurrences
of global states # in ? such that the control state of # is s.
The definition of RSP is as follows.
Instance. A lossy channel system L and a control state s in L.
Question. Is there a computation of L visiting s infinitely often?
3.3. The Cyclic Post Correspondence Problem
The definition of CPCP is the following.
Instance. A finite alphabet M and two ordered lists [x1 , ..., xn] and [ y1 , ..., yn]
of elements in M*.
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Question. Does there exist a finite sequence i1 , i2 , ..., im , with m1 and
1ijn, such that
xi1 } xi2 } } } } } xim=c yi1 } yi2 } } } } } yim .
Theorem 3.5. CPCP is undecidable.
Proof. The proof can be found in [Ruo83]. K
3.4. Undecidability of RSP
We prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 3.6. CPCP is reducible to RSP.
Proof. First, we give an overview of the proof. Given an instance 6 of CPCP
where the alphabet is M and the two ordered lists are [x1 , ..., xn] and [ y1 , ..., yn],
we construct a lossy channel system L with a control state s1 of L such that 6
has a solution if and only if L has a computation which visits s1 infinitely often.
The system L has two channels, which we call c and d. Intuitively, L simulates 6
as follows. In the initial control state s0 of L, any sequence of messages over M can
be sent to the channels c and d. This can be used by L to ‘‘guess’’ a solution of 6,
by sending two strings of messages to the channels c and d, containing information
about the solution of 6 . Then, L moves to the control state s1 and ‘‘checks’’
whether the guess provided in s0 is a solution of 6 . This is achieved by n sequences
of transitions all of which start and end in s1. The i th sequence of transitions
changes the contents of channel c by removing the string yi from the front and
appending the string xi to the end, and it changes the contents of channel d by
removing the string xi from the front and appending the string yi to the end. Now,
suppose that i1 , i2 , ..., im is a solution to 6, let x=xi1 } xi2 } } } } } xim , and let
y= yi1 } yi2 } } } } } yim . According to the definition of =c , there are x$, x", y$, and y"
such that x=x$ } x" and y=x" } x$. A computation of L visiting s1 infinitely often
is now constructed as follows. First, in the control state s0 , L sends the string y } x"
into channel c and the string x } x$ to channel d. Then, L moves to the control state
s1 , without changing the contents of the channels. From s1 , the system L performs
first the i1th sequence, then the i2th sequence of transitions, etc., until finally the
in th sequence of transitions has been performed. The result of these sequences
of transitions is that the contents of c are transformed from (x" } x$) } x"=
( yi1 } } } } } yin) } x" into x" } (xi1 } } } } } xin)=x" } (x$ } x"), and that the contents of d are
transformed from (x$ } x") } x$=(xi1 } } } } } xin) } x$ into x$ } ( yi1 } } } } } yin)=x$ } (x" } x$).
We are thus back at the beginning (at control state s1 and channel contents y } x"
and x } x$) and can repeat the sequence of transition sequences an infinite number
of times, thus visiting s1 infinitely many times. For the proof in the other direction,
it can be shown that if 6 has no solutions, then each computation reaching s1 will
eventually deadlock without visiting s1 infinitely many times.
The details of the proof are as follows. Suppose that we are given the instance 6
of CPCP as described above. We construct the lossy channel system L and define
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FIG. 1. The lossy channel system construction for the proof of undecidability of RSP.
the control state s1 as follows (see1 Fig. 1). Let L=(S, s0 , A, C, M, $), where
v S=[s0 , s1] _ S1 _ } } } _ Sn , where
Si=[si, j ; 1 j|xi |] _ [s$i, j ; 1 j| yi |] _ [s"i, j ; 1 j| yi |] _ [s$$$i, j ; 1 j<|xi |].
v A=<.
v C=[c, d].
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Also, all ‘‘intermediate’’ transitions in $2 , ..., $5 are dropped. For example, the arrow from s1 to s1, |x1 |
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v The set $ contains a group $1 and for each i with 1in four groups
$i2 , ..., $i5 of transitions.
$1: {(s0 , c !m, s0) , and (s0 , d !m, s0), for each m # M; and(s0 , {, s1).
$i2: {(s1 , c !xi (1), si, 1);(si, j , c !xi ( j+1), si, j+1) , for each j with 1 j<|xi |.
$i3: {(si, |xi | , c? yi (1), s$i, 1);(s$i, j , d? yi ( j+1), s$i, j+1) , for each j with 1 j<| yi |.
$i4: {(s$i, | yi | , d! yi (1), s"i, 1);(s"i, j , d ! yi ( j+1), s"i, j+1) , for each j with 1 j<| yi |.
$i5: {
(s"i, | yi | , d?xi (1), s$$$i, 1) ,
(s$$$i, j , d?xi ( j+1), s$$$i, j+1) ,
(s$$$i, |xi | &1 , d?xi ( |xi | ), s1) ,
(s"i, | yi | , d?xi (1), s1) ,
whenever |xi |>1;
for each j with 1 j<|xi |&1;
whenever |xi |>1;
whenever |xi |=1.
We explain intuitively how the different groups, $1 and $i2 , ..., $i5 for 1in,
allow us to perform certain sequences of transitions.
1. The transitions in $1 mean that from the initial control state s0 we can send
any strings of messages to channel c and channel d. Then we can move to the
control state s1 without changing the channels.
2. The transitions in $i2 mean that we can move from s1 to si, |xi | , while
appending the string xi to channel c.
3. The transitions in $i3 mean that, if yi is a substring of the content of
channel c, then we can move from si, |xi | to s$i, | yi | , while removing thestring yi from
channel c (losing messages in c if necessary).
4. The transitions in $i4 mean that we can move from s$i, | yi | to s"i, | yi | , while
appending the string yi to channel d.
5. The transitions in $i5 mean that, if xi is a substring of the content of
channel d, then we can move from s"i, | yi | to s1 , while removing the string xi from
channel d (losing messages in d if necessary).
We represent global states of L as triples (s, x, y) , where s is the control state
and x, y # M* are the contents of the channels c and d respectively.
From the discussion above, we observe that (s0 , =, =) *(s1 , x, y) , for any
x, y # M*, using the transitions in $1 , and that (s1 , yi } z1 , xi } z2) *(s1 , z1 } xi ,
z2 } yi), for any z1 , z2 # M*, using the transitions in $i2 , ..., $i5 . It follows that
for any finite sequence of natural numbers i1 , i2 , ..., im , with m1 and 1ijn,
if x=xi1 } xi2 } } } } } xim , and if y= yi1 } yi2 } } } } } yim , then (s1 , y } z1 , x } z2) *
(s1 , z1 } x, z2 } y) , for each z1 , z2 # M*.
Now we show that 6 has a solution if and only if L has a computation ? which
visits s1 infinitely often.
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[only if ] Suppose that 6 has a solution i1 , i2 , ..., im . It follows that
xi1 } xi2 } } } } } xim=c yi1 } yi2 } } } } } yim . Let x=xi1 } xi2 } } } } } xim and y= yi1 } yi2 } } } } }
yim . According to the definition of =c, there are x$, x" such that x=x$ } x" and
y=x" } x$. Also, from the construction of L, it follows that (s1 , y } z1 , x } z2) *
(s1 , z1 } x, z2 } y) , for each z1 , z2 # M*.
The computation ? is built as follows.
1. From (s0 , =, =) we move to (s1 , y } x", x } x$) , using the transitions in $1.
2. From (s1 , y } x", x } x$) we move to (s1 , x" } x, x$ } y) , using the transi-
tions in $i2 , ..., $i5.
3. We know that x" } x=x" } x$ } x"= y } x", and that x$ } y=x$ } x" } x$=
x } x$. Therefore, the sequence of transitions in (2) can be repeated infinitely often.
This means that ? visits s1 infinitely often.
[if] Suppose that there is a computation ? which visits s1 infinitely often.
By Higman’s theorem (Theorem 3.4) it follows that there are global states
#1=(s1 , u1 , v1) and #2=(s1 , u2 , v2) such that #1P#2 (i.e., u1Pu2 and v1Pv2)
and #1*#2 . When moving from #1 to #2 , let the string added to c (d) be z1 (z2),
and the string received from c (d) be z3 (z4). Observe that ? cannot deadlock in s1 ,
and hence z1 , z2{=. It is clear that z3 } u2 Pu1 } z1 , and that z4 } v2Pv1 } z2 . From
Corollary 3.3 and the fact that u1Pu2 and v1 Pv2 , it follows that z3 Pc z1 and
z4Pc z2 . Furthermore, from the construction of L we observe that there are
i1 , ..., im such that z1=z4=xi1 } } } } } xim and z2=z3= yi1 } } } } } yim . From Lemma 3.1
it follows that xi1 } } } } } xim=c yi1 } } } } } yim . Since z1 , z2{=, it follows that m1. K
In fact, we can show an interesting property of the lossy channel system L,
namely that 6 has a solution (or equivalently L has a computation visiting s
infinitely often) if and only if L has a perfect computation (i.e., a computation
which does not lose any messages) visiting s infinitely often. To prove the claim, we
see that the if-direction is obvious, and for the only if-direction, we note that the
computation constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.6 is indeed perfect.
Corollary 3.7. RSP is undecidable.
Proof. The result follows directly from Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 3.6. K
3.5. One-Channel Systems
Since only two channels are used in the definition of the lossy channel system in
Theorem 3.6, the proof of the theorem shows that RSP is undecidable for the class
of lossy channel systems with at least two channels. We show that the
undecidability result holds even for the class of lossy channel systems with only one
channel. We define n-RSP to be RSP when restricted to the class of systems with
at most n channels. We know from Corollary 3.7 that 2-RSP is undecidable.
Theorem 3.8. 1-RSP is undecidable.
Proof. Given a lossy channel system L=(S, s0 , A, [c, d], M, $) (with two
channels c and d), with a control state s # S, we construct a lossy channel system
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L$=(S _ S$, s0 , A, [c$], M$, $$) (with one channel c$) such that L has a com-
putation which visits s infinitely often if and only if L$ has a computation which
visits s infinitely often. The idea of the proof is that we use the channel c$ of L$ to
‘‘simulate’’ both channels of L. Without loss of generality we assume that the chan-
nels of L have different alphabets, i.e., the sets of messages sent to the two channels
are disjoint. Each global state # of L is simulated by a global state #$ of L$, where
the control states of # and #$ are the same, and where the channel content in #$ is
a merge of the contents of the two channels in #. If L sends a new message to one
of its channels, then this operation is simulated by sending the same message to the
channel of L$. To simulate receiving a message l from (say) channel c, L$ checks
the first message m on c$. If m belongs to the alphabet of c and m=l, then m is
simply received by L$. If m does not belong to the alphabet of c, then L$ moves
to a special control state, appends a special symbol > to the end of c$, and then
starts ‘‘rotating’’ the content of c$ (the rotation is achieved by receiving messages
from the head of c$ and appending them to the tail of c$). The rotation continues
until a message m$ belonging to the alphabet of c is obtained at head of c$. If m${l,
then L$ deadlocks. If m$=l, then m$ is received and the rotation is resumed until
the special symbol > is obtained at the head of c$, in which case it is received. When
the above procedure has terminated, L moves back to its original state and the
usual execution of the system is resumed. During the rotation process, if no message
belonging to the alphabet of c is found in c$, or if the special symbol > is ‘‘lost,’’
then the rotation continues forever.
Now, we show that L has a computation which visits s infinitely often if and
only if L$ has a computation which visits s infinitely often.
[only if] Suppose that L has a computation ? which visits s infinitely often.
We construct a computation ?$ of L$ which visits s infinitely often. Each transition
in ? which is either a send operation, or a receive operation where the received
message is at the head of c$, or an observable interaction, or a message loss, is
simulated in ?$ by executing the corresponding transition in L$. To simulate ?
receiving a message m on (say) channel c where m is not at the head of c$, ?$ per-
forms the rotation operation without losing any messages. It is clear that m is the
first message in c$ belonging to the alphabet of c. This means that m is eventually
received in ?$, and the content of c$ will still be a merge of the contents of c
and d.
[if] Suppose that L$ has a computation ?$ which visits s infinitely often. We
construct a computation ? of L which visits s infinitely often. We observe that each
time the rotation operation is invoked in a control state t, to receive a message m
from (say) channel c, ?$ must eventually return to t. Otherwise ?$ would not visit
s infinitely often. This means that m must be the first message in c$ belonging to the
alphabet of c. Hence the rotation operation can be simulated in ? by first simulat-
ing all the message losses during the operation, and then executing the single transi-
tion which receives m form c. Computation steps in ?$ which do not belong to the
rotation operation are simulated in ? by executing the corresponding transitions
in L. K
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4. TEMPORAL LOGIC
We define propositional linear time logic (PTL), interpreted over lossy channel
systems, and then prove that it is undecidable to check whether a lossy channel
system satisfies a PTL formula. We indicate also how similar undecidability results
may be obtained for computation tree logic (CTL).
4.1. Propositional Linear Time Logic
Formulas of PTL are built from a set Prop of atomic propositions, and are closed
under the application of Boolean connectives, the unary temporal connective m
(next), and the binary temporal connective U (until). For a computation ?, let ?(i)
denote the i th element of ?. Given a lossy channel system L, with a set of control
states S, a labeling function is a mapping f : S  2Prop , which assigns truth values to
the elements of Prop at each control state of S. For a lossy channel system L, a
labeling function f , a computation ? of L, a point i0, and PTL formulas , and
, we have that:
f , ?, i < p, for p # Prop iff p # f (s), where s is the control state of ?(i)
f , ?, i < ,7  iff f , ?, i < , and f , ?, i < .
f , ?, i < c, iff f , ?, i <3 ,.
f , ?, i < m, iff f , ?, i+1 < ,.
f , ?, i < ,U iff for some ji, we have f , ?, j < ,
and for all k with ik< j, we have f , ?, k < ,.
We define h,=true U,, and g,=chc,. We say that ? satisfies , under f ,
denoted f , ? < ,, iff f , ?, 0 < ,. We say that L satisfies , under f , denoted
f , L < ,, iff for each computation ? of L we have f , ? < ,.
The model checking problem for PTL, interpreted over lossy channel systems, is
defined as follows.
Instance. A lossy channel system L, a labeling function f , and a PTL
formula ,.
Question. f , L < ,?
Theorem 4.1. The model checking problem for PTL interpreted over lossy chan-
nel systems is undecidable.
Proof. The proof is achieved by reducing RSP to the model checking problem.
Given a lossy channel system L and a control state s in L, we define a labeling
function f and a PTL formula , such that f , L <3 , if and only if L has a com-
putation which visits s infinitely many times. We define f such that there is a
proposition p, where p # f (s) and p  f (s$) for any s${s. The formula , is defined
as hgcp. K
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4.2. Hierarchy of Decidable Problems in PTL
Relating to the hierarchy of properties expressible in PTL defined by Manna and
Pnueli [MP92], the following can be concluded about lossy channel systems.
Safety properties (gp), eventuality properties or guarantee properties (hp) and
obligation properties (gp 6hq) are decidable. Response properties (ghp),
persistence properties (hgp), and reactivity properties (ghp 6 hgq) are
undecidable. The decidability results follow from the decidability of safety and even-
tuality properties (mentioned in Section 1), while the undecidability results follow
from Corollary 3.7.
4.3. Computation tree Logic
Computation tree logic (CTL) can be defined for lossy channel systems in a
similar manner to PTL, and the following result can be obtained.
Theorem 4.2. The model checking problem for CTL interpreted over lossy channel
systems is undecidable.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.1. Here, the corresponding
CTL formula is defined as AF(AG(cp)). K
5. EVENTUALITY PROPERTIES WITH FAIR CHANNELS
Eventuality properties are often interesting only under the assumption that the
channels are not permanently broken. Such an assumption is usually formalized as
a fairness property on the channels. In the literature, there are many different
variants of fairness properties [Fra86]. In this section, we first consider the fairness
property which requires that if a message is infinitely often sent to a channel, then
it is infinitely often received from the channel. We study the eventuality properties
problem (described in Section 1) again, this time being formulated over the set of
fair computations, i.e., computations which fulfill the fairness property, instead of
the set of all computations of the system. We prove that eventuality properties
become undecidable under our fairness condition. To show that the undecidability
result is robust under variations of the formulation of the fairness property, we
introduce (Section 5.2) alternative fairness conditions. Simple modifications of the
undecidability proof for the first fairness condition give undecidability proofs for the
eventuality properties under the alternative fairness conditions.
5.1. A First Fairness Condition: Impartiality
We define the first fairness condition called impartiality and prove (Theorem 5.1)
that the eventuality properties are undecidable under the impartiality condition.
For a lossy channel system L=(S, s0 , A, C, M, $) , a computation ?=#1#2#3 } } } ,
where #i is of the form (si , wi) , is said to be impartial with respect to a channel
c # C and a message m # M if and only if the following holds: if there are infinitely
many steps in ? where m is sent to c, then there are infinitely many steps where
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m is received from c. That is, if there are infinitely many i such that wi+1=
wi [c :=wi (c) } m], then there are infinitely many i such that (si , c?m, si+1) # $ and
wi=wi+1[c :=m } wi+1(c)]. The computation ? is said to be impartial with respect
to a channel c # C if and only if it is impartial with respect to c and all messages
in M. The computation ? is said to be impartial if it is impartial with respect to all
channels in C.
Eventuality Properties under Impartiality. We reformulate the the eventuality
properties (described in Section 1), and consider the following problem.
Instance. A lossy channel system L and a set T of control states in L.
Question. Do all impartial computations of L eventually reach a state in T?
Theorem 5.1. The eventuality properties under impartiality are undecidable for
lossy channel systems.
Proof. First, we give an overview of the proof. The proof is achieved by reduc-
ing RSP to the eventuality properties under impartiality. Given a lossy channel
system L and a control state r of L, we construct a lossy channel system L$, and
a control state t of L$ (where t does not belong to the control states of L), such
that L has a computation which visits r infinitely often if and only if L$ has an
impartial computation which does not reach t. Without loss of generality (Theorem
3.8) we assume that L has only one channel. The main idea is that we add a new
message l (not belonging to the set of messages of L) to the set of messages of L$.
A computation ? of L which visits r infinitely often is ‘‘simulated’’ by an impartial
computation ?$ of L$ which does not reach t. We construct L$ such that ?$ has the
following properties: (1) each message loss in ? is replaced by a message reception
in ?$ (this means that ?$ is impartial with respect to the messages of L, and we only
need to worry about the impartiality of ?$ with respect to the message l), (2) l is
sent to the channel infinitely often, (3) the only control state where l is received is
r, and (4) each computation of L$ deadlocks if and only if it reaches t.
Now if L has a computation ? visiting r infinitely many times, then it can be
simulated by a computation ?$ of L$ also visiting r infinitely many times. Each time
?$ reaches r it receives all occurences of the message l from the head of the channel.
The construction of ?$ is such that it occurs infinitely often that ?$ reaches r where
l is available at the head of the channel. It is clear that ?$ is impartial and that it
will not reach t. On the other hand, if L$ has an impartial computation ?$ not
reaching t, then by the construction of L$ it will never deadlock, and it sends the
message l infinitely often to the channel. It follows that ?$ (and consequently ?)
visits r infinitely often, since ?$ is impartial and r is the only control state where l
can be received.
The details of the proof are as follows. Given a lossy channel system
L=(S, s0 , A, [c], M, $) , and a control state r # S, we construct a lossy channel
system L$=(S$, s0 , A, [c], M$, $$) and a control state t # S$, such that L has a
computation which visits r infinitely often if and only if L$ has an impartial com-
putation which does not reach t. The definition of L$ is as follows:
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v S$=S _ [s$; s # S] _ [t], where t  S.
v M$=M _ [l], where l  M.
v The set $$ is composed of six groups $$1 , $$2 , $$3 , $$4 , $$5 , $$6 of transitions.
$$1 : (s$1 , op, s2) , for each s1 , s2 , and op such that (s1 , op, s2) # $.
$$2 : (s, c ! l, s$) , for each s # S.
$$3 : (s, c?m, s) , for each s # S and m # M.
$$4 : (s, c ! l, s) , for each s # S.
$$5 : (r$, c? l, r$) .
$$6 : (s$, {, t) , for each s # S.
This means (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) that each control state s in L is ‘‘split’’ into two con-
trol states s and s$ in L$. All incoming transitions to s in L still lead to s in L$,
while all outgoing transitions from s in L depart from s$ in L$ (according to $$1).
Furthermore, a number of transitions are added to s and s$ according to $$2 , ..., $$6 .
We represent global states of L and L$ as pairs, where the first element of the
pair is the control state and the second element of the pair is the content of the
channel. Now we show that L has a computation which visits r infinitely often if
and only if L$ has an impartial computation which does not reach t.
[only if] Let ?=#1#2 #3 } } } be a computation of L which visits r infinitely
often. Without loss of generality we assume that message losses occur in ? only
when the message is at the head of c. Let #i be of the form (si , xi). We shall con-
struct an impartial computation ?$ of L$ which does not reach t. There are two
cases.
FIG. 2. Splitting a control state s, where s{r, into two control states s and s$. All incoming transi-
tions to s in L still lead to s in L$, while all outgoing transitions from s in L depart from s$ in L$
(according to $$1). Also, a number of transitions are added to s and s$ (according to $$2 , ..., $$6).
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FIG. 3. Splitting the control state r into two control states r and r$. All incoming transitions to r in
L still lead to r in L$, while all outgoing transitions from s in L depart from s$ in L$ (according
to $$1). Also, a number of trannsitions are added to r and r$ (according to $$2 , ..., $$6).
1. If there are infinitely many steps in ? which are message losses or message
receptions. This means that there are infinitely many i such that xi=m } xi+1 , for
some m # M.
We get ?$ from ? by replacing each #i by a sequence of global states of L$.
Intuitively, ?$ simulates all the operations of ? on channel c, replacing message
losses by message receptions, and it performs some additional operations on the
new alphabet symbol l. The steps of ?$ are defined by the following five cases.
1. If the next step of ? is that of losing a message m, then ?$ performs the
following. (1) it sends l to c using the transitions in $$4 , (2) it loses all occurrences
(if any) of l at the head of c, and (3) it receives m using the transitions in $$3 . This
means that no messages belonging to M are lost in ?$.
2. If ? has reached a control state s, where s{r, and if the next step of ?
is that of receiving a message m, then ?$ performs the following. (1) it sends l to c,
using the transitions in $$2 , (2) it loses all occurrences (if any) of l at the head of
c, and (3) it performs the next operation of ?, using the transitions in $$1 .
3. If ? has reached a control state s, where s{r, and if the next step of ?
is neither losing or receiving a message, then ?$ performs the following. (1) it sends
l to c, using the transitions in $$2 , and (2) it performs the next operation of ?, using
the transitions in $$1 .
4. If ? has reached the control state r, and if the next step of ? is that of
receiving a message m, then ?$ performs the following. (1) it sends l to c, using the
transitions in $$2 , (2) it receives all occurrences (if any) of l at the head of c, and
(3) it performs the next operation of ?, using the transitions in $$1 .
5. If ? has reached the control state r, and if the next step of ? is neither
losing or receiving a message, then ?$ performs the same steps as in 4.
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The computation ?$ is impartial with respect to each m # M, since there are
infinitely many steps in ? where messages are removed from c, and each message
sent to c in ? must be removed at some later stage of ?. Furthermore, all removals
of messages belonging to M in ?$ are achieved through message receptions, as each
loss of a message m # M from c in a control state s is replaced by the transition
s wwc?m s in L$.
Now we show that ?$ is also impartial with respect to l. We observe that when-
ever we send a message m # M to c in ?$, it is preceded by sending l to c. We also
note that the only occasion when removing the occurrences of l in the head of c is
not followed by removing the next message m # M is when performing the steps in
5. This means that after the execution of the steps in 1, 2, or 4, we always get l at
the head of c. This continues to be the case at least until the next time the steps in
5 are executed. Since there are infinitely many steps in ? which are message losses
or message receptions, there are infinitely many times where the steps in 1, 2, or 4
are executed. It follows that it occurs infinitely often that we perform the steps in
4 or 5 with l available at the head of the channel, and consequently it occurs
infinitely often that l is received form c.
2. If there are only finitely many steps which are message losses or message
receptions. This means that there is a j such that for each i with i> j, there is no
m # M where xi=m } xi+1. In a similar manner to that in case 1, we get ?$ from ?
by replacing each #i by a sequence of global states of L$. Intuitively, up to the j th
step, ?$ simulates the steps of ? and performs additional operations on l, in exactly
the same manner as described in 1 above. After the j th step, ?$ will in addition
receive the first message (if available) of channel c using the transitions in $$3 and
$$5 . Notice that it will still be possible to simulate the steps of ?, since no message
receptions occur in ? after the j th step.
The computation ?$ is impartial since each message sent to c is eventually
received.
[if] Suppose that L$ has an impartial computation ?$ which does not reach t.
We shall construct a computation ? of L which visits r infinitely often. We derive
? form ?$ by performing the following two operations on ?$: (1) we skip all steps
of ?$ which are operations on the message l, and (2) we replace each step of ?$
which is a reception of a message m, via a transition in the set $$5 , by losing m in
?. Now, we show that ?$ visits r infinitely often. Due to the transitions in $$2 and
$$6 , deadlock cannot occur in ?$. This means that the message l is sent infinitely
often to c during ?$. It follows that ?$ visits r infinitely often, since ?$ is impartial
and r is the only control state where l can be received from c. It is easy to see that
this implies that also ? visits r infinitely often. K
5.2. Other Fairness Conditions
We define two new fairness conditions on the channels. It is easy to show that
simple modifications of the proof of Theorem 5.1 give undecidability proofs for the
eventuality properties under the new fairness conditions.
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1. For a lossy channel system L=(S, s0 , A, C, M, $) , a computation ? is
said to be message fair with respect to a channel c # C and a message m # M if and
only if the following holds: if there are infinitely many steps in ? where m is sent
to c, and if there are infinitely many i where (si , c?m, s$i) , for some s$i # S, then
there are infinitely many steps where m is received from c. The computation ? is
said to be message fair if it is message fair with respect to all messges in M and all
channels in C.
2. For a lossy channel system L=(S, s0 , A, C, M, $) , a computation
?=#1#2 #3 } } } is said to be channel fair with respect to a channel c # C if and only
if the following holds: if there are infinitely many steps in ? where a message is sent
to c, then there are infinitely many steps where a message is received from c. The
computation ? is said to be channel fair if it is channel fair with respect to all
channels in C.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown the undecidability of several types of verification problems that
involve fairness or liveness properties of systems of finite-state processes that com-
municate over unbounded but lossy FIFO channels. Our results indicate that most
problems that involve proving some kind of fairness property are undecidable. This
is in contrast to our earlier results that showed safety properties to be decidable for
the same class of system. Referring to the hierarchy of temporal properties defined
in [MP92], we can say that safety properties, eventuality properties (guarantee
properties) and obligation properties are decidable, while response properties, per-
sistence properties, and reactivity properties are undecidable for lossy channel
systems.
A way of making these results concrete is to consider a protocol such as HDLC,
which is designed to transmit messages correctly over lossy unbounded FIFO
channels. Using general verification algorithms for lossy channel systems, we can
automatically verify the absence of incorrect message deliveries, but we cannot
automatically prove that all messages are eventually delivered correctly if the
channel is not permanently broken.
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